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Dj Huppatz is Senior Lecturer at Swinburne University of Technology’s School of Design in Melbourne, Australia. He recently completed an edited collection, Design: Critical and Primary Sources, for Bloomsbury.

Hanne Lindegaard is an Ethnologist with a PhD in Engineering. She is associate professor in User Oriented Design at the Department of Development and Planning, Aalborg University Copenhagen. Her main focus is on combining ethnographic field study methodology with engineering design approaches. Her research areas are a sociotechnical approach to design and innovation, User Oriented Design, Field observations, Co-creation, healthcare technology and intercultural design challenges.
Matt Malpass is a Lecturer on MA Industrial Design and a Research Fellow in Critical Design within the Socially Responsive Design and Innovation Hub at Central Saint Martin’s College of Arts and Design, University of the Arts London. His research interests focus on critical and socially responsive forms of design and design-led social innovation.

Peter McNeil is Professor of Design History at University of Technology Sydney and Professor of Fashion Studies at Stockholm University. His publications investigate relationships between artifacts, social space and the built environment. They include *Shoes* (2006, with Giorgio Riello).

Victor Margolin is Professor Emeritus of Design History at the University of Illinois, Chicago. He is a founding editor and now co-editor of Design Issues. Professor Margolin has published widely on diverse design topics and lectured at conferences, universities, and art schools in many parts of the world. Books he has written, edited, or co-edited include *Propaganda: The Art of Persuasion; WW II; The Struggle for Utopia: Rodchenko, Lissitzky, Moholy-Nagy, 1917–1936; Design Discourse; Discovering Design; The Idea of Design; The Designed World; The Politics of the Artificial; and Culture is Everywhere: The Museum of Corn-temporary Art*. The first two volumes of his three-volume *World History of Design* will be published in early 2015.
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